
i ’ l l  beat you to it. 

Let’s race!

Time for a fun break! rero Jr and friend have a ball zooming 

around the warehouse on their new ‘racing track’. 

Yippeee.. whooo~

Wanna 
check out the 

new track, Jr? 



Lesson 8

Make Your Robot
Follow Lines!



Let’s Code </></>

Step 1
Start with a Line block.

S1: 0
S2: 1
S3: 1
S4: 0

Step 2
Followed by a 2WD block.
Direction: 1-Forward
Speed: 400

0

0

1
1



Step 3
Drag in a second Line block.

Step 4
Then a second 2WD block.

S1: 1
S2: 1
S3: 0
S4: 0

Direction: 2-Turn Left
Speed: 300

Step 5
Add a third Line block.

S1: 0
S2: 0
S3: 1
S4: 1

1
1
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1
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Step 6
And a third 2WD block.
Direction: 3-Turn Right
Speed: 300

Step 7
Connect ‘No’ output from the last ‘Line’ 
block to the input of the first ‘Line’ block 
so that the program runs continuously. 

Step 8
Upload the program to your rero Jr.

3



Power on rero Jr and place it on
the warehouse track. Then go to the 
‘Sensor’ menu. Select ‘104’ 
(Line sensor) and click ‘Calibrate’.

Manually move your rero Jr over 
the black lines on the warehouse track. 
Make sure the Castor (the supporting 
metal ball under the head) is touching
the warehouse track surface while you 
are at it. Repeat 2 times.

Go to the ‘Motion’ menu, 
play the file that you have
just saved and observe it move. 
Can rero Jr follow the line?

Let’s play
Step 1 

Step 3

Step 2 



How does the 
program work?

1. Program starts 
from here

2. Check the ‘Line’ 
sensor’s condition

3b. Else, check 
sensor’s condition again

4b. Else, check 
sensor’s condition again

5b. Else, check 
sensor’s condition again

3a. If the center IRs (S2, S3)
detect line, the robot will move 

forward.

4a. If the left IRs (S1, S2) 
detect line, robot will move 

to the left.

5a. If the right IRs (S3, S4) 
detect line, robot will move to 

the right.



Now that you have learnt the fundamental of line following, let’s use the 
Line Follow block from now on. Try to construct the program below. 

 Upload the program to your robot and play the file.



Now that rero Jr. can follow the warehouse track, let’s give it the ability to 
detect obstacles along the track.  You can use the Head IR sensor to sense 
obstacle, stop when obstacle is detected and emits an audible warning signal. 
Continue moving when the obstacle is removed.

Challange

excuse me! 

Warehouse Box

Honk ! 
 Honk !!



Besides the 3 Line Sensor conditions mentioned earlier (Normal Conditions), 
there are actually more conditions the sensor could detect.

Fun Facts

1100
rero Jr is slightly to 

the right of the track

1000
rero Jr almost
offset to the 

right

0001
rero Jr almost 
offset to the 

left

0000
rero Jr is 

offset from 
the line

0110
rero Jr is directly 

on the track

1111
rero Jr meets 

a junction

O O O O O O O O

0011
rero Jr is slightly to
the left of the track

O O O O

O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O

Normal Conditions

Additional Conditions


